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Samael Aun WeorPersonalBornV'ctor Manuel Gomez RodriguezMarch 6, 1917Hogoth, Colombia December 24, 1977 (1977-12-25) (age 60)Mexico, D. F. ReligionOccultismNationalityCosCoubian, MexicanSpusArnold Garro de Gomez, W. LitelantesParentsManuel Gomez Kijano and Franziska
RodriguezOccupationReuter and founder of the Gnostic movement Samael Aung Veor (Hebrew: רואו ןוא  לאמס  ; March 6, 1917 - December 24, 1977), born Victor Manuel Gomez Rodriguez, was a spiritual teacher and author of more than sixty books of esoteric spirituality. He taught and formed groups
under the banner of Universal Gnosticism, or simply gnosis. Samael Aung Veor called his teachings the Doctrine of Synthesis, which not only emphasizes the existence of a long-standing philosophy, but is also its highest teleological function - the achievement of Christification and Final Liberation. The
biography of Victor Manuel Gomez Rodriguez was born in Bogota, Cundinamarca, Republic of Colombia, the son of Manuel Gomez Kijano and Francisca Rodriguez de Gomez. He was baptized in the Roman Catholic Church, but later abandoned the Roman Church. His childhood and family life are not
well known, except that he had a brother and his father married after the divorce. He was sent to a Roman Catholic Jesuit school, but soon gave up being disillusioned with religion; he was twelve years old at the time. Instead, he invested most of his time in the study of metaphysical and esoteric treatises.
Arnold Krumm-Heller founded Iglesia Gnostic in Mexico in 1910, and in Brazil he founded fraternitas Rosicruciana Antiqua (Brotherhood of Ancient Rosencrouts), after using Randolph. In the aftermath of World War II and his death in 1949, Krumm-Heller resumed contact with his Latin American students,
where he encountered and later became a mentor to Victor Rodriguez, who was later named Samael Aung Veor. Later, as a writer, teacher and Gnostic teacher, he will demonstrate the deep esoteric knowledge of both Eastern and Western classics. In his autobiographical story Three Mountains, Samael
Aung Weor stated that since he was born with awakened consciousness, he analyzed previous lives in which he awakened his consciousness before mastering walking. At the age of 17, he was asked to give a lecture at the local Theosophical Chapter, and a year later he was admitted to the Occult
Society Fraternitas Rosicruciana Antiqua (F.R.A.). As an FBI student, Samael Aung Veor methodically studied the entire library of Rosikrucian, and it was here that he allegedly learned the secret of the Great Arkanum, or white sexual magic, the esoteric key that supposedly underpins all the great
religions of the world. Few details of his life are known between the mid-1930s and 1950s. He became spiritual varieties, traveling neither with home nor with income. At one point, he lived with an indigenous tribe in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta in northern Colombia, studying the secrets of healing
that would later form the basis of his medical treatise, occult medicine, and practical magic. It was during these years that he claimed to have first gained his first experience of encountering the Illuminated Void in his Inner Being, or Asman, whose name is Aung Veor, which means Light and Power in
Hebrew. He was briefly married to Sarah Money, and they had a son named Emperor. However, in 1946 he met and married lady adept Litelantes (nee Arnold Garro Mora), with whom he lived for 35 years and had four children: Osiris, Isis, Iris and Iris and Ipati. Samael Aung Weor explains that as soon
as he met her, this Lady Adept Jean began instructing him in the science of Jinnestan or Jinn State also known as Jinn State or Jinnistan, which he claims involved placing the physical body in the fourth dimension. In the Aztec religion, this practice is known as naouatlysm and, according to Aung Weor, is
associated with hyperspace. Philosopher's Stone in 1948 he began teaching a small group of students. In 1950, under the name Aung Weor he managed to publish Perfect Marriage, or The Door to Enter the Initiation with the help of his close disciples. The book, later titled Perfect Marriage, argued that
the secret of sexuality was the cornerstone of the world's great religions. In it, he explained topics such as sexual transmutation, white tantra and esoteric initiation. Writing in such a frank manner about sex was met with contempt by the majority of the public at the time. Regarded as immoral and
pornographic, Aung Veor appeared to escape angry mobs trying to silence him by violent means. From 14 to 19 March 1952, Aung Weor spent five days in prison for committing a healing crime. The account of his imprisonment is told in a personal diary, which he later published as Secret Notes of the
Guru. After March 19, 1952, Aung Veor and some students built and lived near the Summum Supremum sanatorium, an underground temple in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta in Colombia. On October 27, 1954, Aung Weor received what is called the Dedication of Tiberate, which, according to his
teachings, is the beginning of the incarnation of Logos or Glorian in his soul. He claims that in his case his name Glorian has always been called Samael for centuries. He has since signed his name to Samael Aung Veor. Thus, he states that this association of Samael (Logos) with Aung Veor (human
soul) is the Avatar of maitreya Buddha Kalka of the New Age of Aquarius. When asked what exactly such a name meant, he replied: an messenger or an avatar, in the fullest sense of the word, courier, the person who delivers the message, the servant or the maid of the Great Work. Thus, the word avatar
should not fall into misinterpretation, it should be stated with complete clarity. So I'm a servant or a crew member, or an envoy who delivers a message. Some time ago I said that I am a space postman, since I give the contents of the cosmic letter. Therefore, my beloved brothers, the word avatar should
never lead us to arrogance, because it means nothing but an emissary, a servant, a crew member, who gives a message, a message, and all. As for Buddha Maitreya, we have to analyze these two words a bit so as not to get into misinterpretation. The inner Buddha itself is a real Being, the secret from
each of us. Thus, when the Inner or Real Being of someone has achieved its proper intimate self-realization, then it is declared Buddha. However, the term Maitreya is individual and collective; Thus, from an individual point of view, he is a teacher whose name is Maitreya, but from a collective point of
view Buddha Maitreya must be understood- in the fullest sense of the word, like any devotee who managed Christ himself, and that's it.- Samael Aun Veor, Avatar Although he will declare himself a true Kalki Avatar many times throughout his work He also regularly rejected his personality : I, Samael, do
not need henchmen or followers, but only imitators of my teaching: Gnosis. I don't follow anyone, and I don't want anyone to follow me. I want each of you to follow your own me. I'm just a beacon in the sea of being, and I don't need a clientele to feed myself. Since I am against the slavery of souls, I do
not want to enslave any soul, and I do not agree with the executioners of ideals. Masters exist in abundance, and I am just one of many; thus, those who want to find the Masters will find them inside, in the depths of their inner consciousness.- Samael Aung Weor, Inside the Westbul of Wisdom In 1956,
he left Colombia and went to Costa Rica and El Salvador. Later, in 1956, he settled permanently in Mexico City, where he began his social life. Prior to 1960, he published 20 other books on topics ranging from endocrinology and criminology to kundalini yoga. He founded numerous Gnostic institutions
and established Gnostic centers in Mexico, Panama, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Venezuela. The triangle was established between the Universal Gnostic Movement founded by Samael Aun Veor, the South American Liberation Action (ALAS) in Argentina, led by Francisco A. Propato Ph.D. (a la Sorbonne
graduate and Spanish translator Rubayat Omar Khayyam) and Sivananda Aryabaert Ashram under the direction of Svami Swananda. Despite the victories, The Gnosthic movement is not covered by dramatic failures. At the time of publication of the revised edition of The Perfect Matrimony (1961), the
movement had collapsed. He wrote that those who did not leave Gnostoke can be counted on the fingers of one hand. By the time he was dead, however, Samael Aung Weor had completely overworked the broad international movement that had previously taken place. In the 1960s he continued to write
many books on topics such as hermetic astrology, flying saucers and Kabbalah. However, he also wrote socio-political works such as Platform POSCLA (Party of Socialists Cristiano Latinoamericano, or Latin American Christian Socialist Party) and Social Christ. Topics such as the false doctrines of
materialism on Wall Street, atheism and, in particular, Marxism-Leninism are discussed. The motto of POSCLA was given as: All for one and one for all, and his method, the conscious practice of Ahims. In the last decade of his life, he wrote works such as Parsifal Unveiled, which detail the esoteric



symbolism of Wagner's opera, and Gnostic anthropology, in which he actively criticizes the theories of Darwin, Hackel and their followers. The books the Great Rebellion, the Treatise of Revolutionary Psychology, and the Revolution of Dialectics provide ground work for extensive knowledge of esoteric
psychology supposedly to be found rooted in every genuine religion. During this time he prepared the supreme bearer of his teaching, Pistis Sofia unveiled, in which he meditated, verse after verse, on the extremely esoteric Gnostic text of Pistis Sofia. The waiver of copyright Although he never officially
received any income from his works - he lived at the expense of the charity of his students - in 1976 at the International Gnostic Congress of Samael Aung Weor he clarified his position on copyright of his works, stating: Now, my dear friends, and forever, I refuse, refused and will continue to renounce
copyright. My only wish is for these books to be sold at a low price, affordable for the poor, accessible to all children of God. I want even the poorest, most disadvantaged citizen to get these books with a few pennies he carries in his pocket... Whoever wants to publish them, let him publish, for the benefit
of the sick humanity.- Samael Aung Veor Prediction of death by 1972, Samael Aung Weor referred that his death and resurrection will take place before 1978. In a chapter entitled Resurrection in his work Three Mountains (1972), he stated that eight years of trials within the court of the willow would take
place between his 53rd and 61st birthdays. Also, in the same work, he stated that this ordeal takes place before the resurrection, and one who goes through it is deprived of everything, even his own sons, and suffers from impure By August 1977, he had developed stomach cancer. During this time, he
continued to speak to both his students and the public, giving radio and television interviews while touring in Mexico. Eventually he was forced to stop, due to debilitating abdominal pain. As his condition steadily deteriorated, he told those at his bedside: Don't cling to my battered body, instead cling to my
doctrinal body. Samael Aung Veor died on December 24, 1977. He is survived by his wife and children. A few years before his death, he said he would accept the use of a properly prepared ancient Egyptian mummy as a means to further work, a vehicle better prepared than his own physical body. Many
of his followers expected him to return publicly shortly after his death. According to his own statements, he planned to stay incognito for a certain time to be fermented. The Doctrine of Synthesis Doctrine is the term Aung Weor used to describe the teachings he uttered in his books and lectures because
he purports to explain and consistently synchronize a wide range of teachings that study the human condition. Although many of the metaphysical concepts presented by authors such as Blavatsky, Steiner and Gurdjieff provide a conceptual basis in the teachings of Aoun Veor, he considered these works
and movements conceptual preparation for the real discovery of the occult or gnosis, as he taught. Its main purpose was not simply to clarify many metaphysical concepts, but to teach ways to self-fulfillment through the Straight Way of Christ. As he states in Perfect Marriage: We strive for only one, only
one goal, only one goal: Christification. Everyone should Christize himself. Christ must be embodied. Aung Weor emphasizes that his teaching is empirical and should be used in practice to make it of any value to the student. Throughout his work, there are hundreds of techniques and exercises that
supposedly help in the development of psychic forces, for example, leaving a dense physical body at will (astral projection) to study in the schools of the Higher Worlds. Methods are always combined with meditation and sexual transmutation, and the perfection of such forces can take more than one life. It
is said that if a student successfully awakens consciousness, he or she will end up experiencing a constant state of alertness not only during the day, but also while the physical body is asleep, and most importantly after death. This is important because Aung Weor claims that those who sleep
consciousness are unaware of their posthumous condition, just as they do not know when they are physically asleep. Awakening consciousness allows continue to work regardless of their physical condition. Religious religions are seen as a kind of expression of immutable and eternal values. Religions
are said to be born and die in time, but their spiritual values always remain eternal. When the religious form has fulfilled its mission, it begins to degenerate and dies, then a new messenger appears and gives a doctrine corresponding to this culture. Different cultures require different doctrines for their
development, and this leads to a significant distinction between religious doctrines. However, if you understand their core values, all religions naturally support each other. It is noted that any true religion has the so-called Three Factors of the Revolution of Consciousness that are practical aspects of
everyday life: 1) Death: the psychological work of eliminating the ego. 2) Birth: The birth of the highest potential of the soul, which is done through chastity and sexual transmutation. 3) Donation: work to help a suffering humanity without wanting the fruits of action, not wanting reward; pure, sincere, selfless
sacrifice, giving his life for others to live, and without asking anything in return. Among these 3 factors, Samael Aung Veor emphasizes that the first of them is the most important. A doctrine that lacks any of these components is considered incomplete or degenerate. Psychology The basis of Aoun Veor's
practical work is psychological. In many of his books, he states that the purpose of his doctrine is to influence psychological change. The terms Gnostic, esoteric or revolutionary psychology are used to describe the psychological methods taught and are said to be synonymous with the psychological
teachings of religion. The fundamental axiom is represented in the fact that the average person is not really a human at all, but an intelligent animal (rational animal) sleeps with consciousness. According to Samael Aoun Veor, a true man is a man who has no psychological imperfection, an image of God,
as in Jesus' statement: Become perfect because your Heavenly Father is perfect. Samael Aung Veor writes about the awakening of consciousness as very similar to traditional Buddhist understanding, and throughout his work he describes many of the similar processes that are spoken about in different
religions. In order to awaken consciousness correctly, Aung Weor stated that it is necessary to destroy the ego. He taught that ego is not really one, but many, or many independent, contradictory desires. Similarly, each person's ego is said to actually contain a lot of self, a lot of ego, a lot of aggregates.
Every desire is me and each me has its own specific causes and conditions that lead to its impersonation at a certain time. It's the mechanism behind what called changing my mind (metanoia) because when one I change to another literally the exchange of personalized psychological aggregates
happened. This doctrine of many, the multiple me or the Pluralized Ego, is the same as the teachings of G.I. Gurdjieff and his disciple P.D. Ouspensky, and is one of the reasons why Aung Weor was sometimes accused of plagiarism. He replied that Gurdjieff was not the author of the doctrine and that its
origin was in Egypt and Tibet. Consciousness is described as a state of being very closely related to God. Consciousness inside a normal person is said to be 97% asleep. Consciousness sleeps consciousness, which is subconscious, unconscious, or unreasonable, which are different levels of
psychological sleep. Psychological sleep is a way to describe the lack of self-awareness, which means that the general and ordinary person is unaware of 97% of what constitutes a normal state of being. The dream of consciousness is caused by what Aung Weor calls identification, charm, or the
incorrect transformation of impressions, which imply a type of consciousness that does not know about its own processes. They say that in order to awaken consciousness it is necessary to understand that his consciousness is asleep. This means that a person must begin to understand every impulse,
action, thought and movement one does, a feat that is said to be carried out through the mental discipline of meditation and self-observation. In addition, it is said that the awakening of consciousness is the only way to acquire gnosis and achieve true and radical changes by eliminating false psychological
aggregates that cause unnecessary suffering. The awakening of consciousness goes hand in hand with the transmutation of sexual energy, because the higher states of consciousness depend on the energy of sexual transmutation. Psychological aggregates The goal of psychological work is to dissolve
all the psychological aggregates that have accumulated. The term psychological or mystical death is often used to describe the process that must be passed in order to achieve liberation. Psychological aggregates are widely known simply as aggregates in Buddhism, but Buddhism teaches that other
religions have used a more veiled or less sophisticated method to describe them, such as: the Legion, which Jesus describes as being removed from man in March 5 and Luke 8 in one of the supposed Miracles of Jesus; Overcoming the torture of 49 self-confident demons of Yaldabat, written in Pistis
Sofia; the murder of non-believers in Islam; Moses, escaping the tyranny of the Egyptians; Arjuna fights against his own blood (ego); Seth's demons attacking Osiris; Jesus kicked the merchants out of the temple; archetypal death and resurrection The hero is illustrated in the stories of Jesus and Osiris;
descent to Dante's Hell (representing our unconscious) or the Pandemonium of Paradise Lost in order to accomplish a great task, such as those performed by Hercules or Orpheus; Archetypal Dragon (ego), which must be captured by the Knight, etc. Samael Aung Weor argues that this particular
paradigm is called the Doctrine of many and has been taught in esoteric schools and religions since the beginning of time. The anatomy of a pluralized me is a divine spark imprisoned in hundreds of psychological units. To achieve psychological transformation, extensive methods of meditation, self-
observation and sexual transmutation are taught and prescribed for daily exercise. The purpose of psychological work is to awaken consciousness and, ultimately, the state of Paramartasia. Physiology and Sexology We understand people normal sexuality to be those who do not have sexual conflicts of
any kind. Sexual energy is divided into three different types. First: the energy that deals with the reproduction of race and the health of the physical body as a whole. Second: energy that deals with the realms of thought, feeling, and will. Third, the energy that is associated with the Divine Spirit of Man.
Indeed, sexual energy is without a doubt the thinnest and most powerful energy, usually produced and transported through the human body. Everything that a person has, including three spheres of thought, feeling and will, is nothing more than an exact result of various changes in sexual energy. -
Samael Aun Weor, Normal Sexuality Basic Physiology is studied, mainly endocrinology and hormonal effects of primary and secondary sexual characteristics. It is taught that there are three main nervous systems: the cerebrospinal nervous system, the large sympathetic nervous system and the
parasympathetic nervous system. These neural systems are called the Three Brain or Three Centers of the Intelligent Animal, and are called the Intelligent Center, the Emotional Center, and the Motor-Instinctive-Sexual Center. Each center is studied in relation to the types of energies or occult hydrogens
that enliven them, the frequency with which each center works (the sexual center is the fastest, then emotional, then intellectual), and how psychological aggregates are formed and operated in each center: psychological aggregates that are expressed through intelligence to one side and through
emotions in different ways, etc. , Trimurti, or three times, intelligence associated with the Father (Keter, Approval, Positive), emotions associated with the Son (Chocma, Denial, Denial), and the sexual center associated with the Holy (Bina, reconciliation, neutral). The main energy of the intellectual brain
(Father) is the air that is then placed in the bloodstream, which is connected to the emotional brain (Son), and finally, the final condensation of the blood is in the sperm or sex hormones that are directly related to the Holy Spirit: what impregnates or manifests creation, Shakti, etc. and the demon of ill will
associated with the motor-instinctive-sexual center. They are collectively referred to as three traitors, and many references to religion are found that symbolize them, such as Judas (desire), Pilate (intellect) and Caiaf (will), who crucified Jesus; Jubela, Jubelo and Jubelum, who killed Hiram Abiff; Seth,
whose homosexual tendencies and actions are well known, in the form of the snake Apophis and his two monstrous assistants, Sebau and Nak70, the murder of Osiris; three Furies who attack Orestes; three daughters of Mara who attack Gautama Buddha and who are subdued through the right of
thinking (Intellectual Center), Right Sense (Emotional Center), and Right Of Action (Motor-instinctive-sexual center) (see Noble Eight-Fold Way). Lunar bodies and occult or esoteric anatomy and physiology are also studied, which refers to the study of the supradic bodies of minerals, plants, animals
(rational and irrational) and humans. It is said that each contains seven bodies closely related to the feosophical septum, which Aung Veor calls physical, vital, emotional (astral), mental, causal, Buddhist and atomic. Aung Veor distinguishes the distinction between an intelligent animal and a genuine
person through differences in means of emotion (astral body), mind (mental body) and will (causal body). Intelligent animals (ordinary men and women) are said to contain the lunar astral body, the lunar mental body and the lunar causal body, each of which is mentioned under different names in different
schools of the occult. He stated that these lunar bodies are the result of mechanical evolution through mineral, plant and animal kingdoms and therefore they have inhuman or animal quality. The only true difference between a rational animal and an irrational animal is the intelligence that gives the first
ability to become human, or, as Aung Weor argues, an intelligent animal has the seed or potential of a person hidden in its genitals. What are called authentic human beings, although physically identical, crystallized The Solar Bodies: Solar Astral Body, Solar Psychic Body and Solar Causal Lunar bodies
are vehicles that receive the energy of creation (i.e. God) at the animal level, while solar bodies allow you to take much more stress, allowing a higher level of wisdom and superior emotion to incarnate. Aung Veor claims that solar bodies are collectively called soul vehicles. Aung Veor argues that solar
bodies are formed in the same way physical bodies are formed: through sexual function. In order to form a solar body, sexual transmutation is taught through the hetero sexual magic of married couples engaged in soyt without orgasm or seminal ejaculation. Sexual magic is the arousal of sexual energies
through the act of coitus between husband and wife, but instead of expelling these energies through orgasm, they are transmuted into the higher octaves of energy. Each subsequent Solar Body is the result of the saturation of transmutated sexual energy in the corresponding octave: first, Christ Astral is
formed by the transmutation of sexual energy into the second octave; secondly, The Mind of Christ is formed by saturating, condensing or crystallizing sexual energy into the third octave, and the causal body or Christ Will is formed by the transmutation of sexual energy under the name Hydrogen SI-12 in
the fourth octave. The birth of solar bodies is what, as Samael Aung Veor argues, is the true meaning of birth again. The Bible teaches that solar bodies are called by Noah's three sons or Daniel's three companions in the (alchemical) furnace of Nebuchadnosor. The three forms of sexuality The theme of
sexuality fits from a very harsh point of view, and this is really the essence of the whole message of Aoun Veor. He argues that there are three main types of sexuality: suprasexuality, which is the sexual functioning of a person like Buddha or Jesus, who naturally perfectly transmutes all his energy; normal
sexuality, which is defined as those who have no sexual conflict of any kind what it may be, and who transmute their sexual energy or use it for procreation of the species; finally, two areas of infrasexuality, as described in the Kabbalistic texts: the sphere of influence of Nakhema, which includes adultery,
adultery, drug addiction and prostitution and the sphere of influence of Lilith, a category that includes homosexuality, masturbation, abortion, bestiality, sado-masochism and any other abuse of sexual energy. In response to his supposedly harsh views on sex (especially for a New Age teacher), he wrote:
Many hypocritical Pharisees hate us because we don't compensate the whore because we condemn crimes, but they stick out that's why we hate. That's how inaccurate they judge us. What's going on is that all these hypocritical of spiritualism, theosophism, rosicrucism, watering, etc., yearn for
craftsmanship, where masters correlate with crime; type of spiritual whore-master, who, in relation to crime, goes from lodge to lodge, from school to school, from sect to sect. That is why we, those who really love humanity, hate the hypocritical Pharisees. Samael Aung Veor, Basic Secret Soterology of
Soteriology (the study of salvation) is presented in the light of every known religion, but usually with special differences, not held by Orthodox interpretations. There are many degrees of salvation usually achieved by paying their karma, removing psychological imperfections and finally creating solar
bodies. There are many different levels of salvation, each of which depends on the willpower of the person, performing it. For those who do not eliminate their psychological imperfection (ego) - which is the cause of karma and suffering of mankind - after about 108 rebirths they will have their ego removed
by force through mechanical transmission within infradimensions (Hell). It is said here that Mother Nature mechanically pays her accumulated karma through much suffering for thousands of years until one returns to the state of the innocent elementary, or Essence. It is said that it is a state of being that is
full of happiness, but is not aware of happiness and therefore not complete happiness. Hell is not taught as a place of eternal curse, just a place to pay your karma, and in fact it is seen as part of God's grace, because if the ego is not removed by force, these souls will continue to suffer indefinitely. It is
believed that after hell the elemental is re-outduled in the mechanics of evolution to once again try to find conscious happiness: they are first inserted at the basic level of existence (minerals), and after millions of years, transmigrat through increasingly complex organisms until the state of the intelligent
animal is reached again. For those who work on themselves, depending on the degree of perfection, happiness and wisdom they want to achieve, there are two different paths: the Straight Razor Edge Path and the Spiral Path. The Spiral Path involves achieving a state of relative enlightenment by
choosing the pleasure of the Higher Worlds (Heaven or Nirvana), and sometimes returning to the physical body to pay a little more karma and help humanity in the process. Samael Aung Veor calls them The Buddhas of Prateki and Sravak, and that the vast majority of people who have reached this state
choose the Spiral Path because it is very simple and pleasant. The Dangerous Straight Way of the Razor Edge is the Bodhisattva Way, which renounces the happiness of the Higher Worlds (Nirvana) to help humanity. In the Samael Aoun Veor's doctrine, Bodhisattva has a very specific definition, as it is
not just someone who has taken the vows of Bodhisattva. It is the physical (Malkut), the vital (Yesod), the astral (Hod), the psychic (Netzach) and the causal (Tiphereth) vehicles - in other words, the human soul - the self-fulfilling spirit, (Geburah-Chesed), who chose the straight path of the razor's edge to
embody Christ (Keter-Binah-Chocma). In other words, Bodhisattva is the Son of a self-reenimated God who is trying to return to the Absolute or the 13th Eon of Pistis Sofia. The Christianology of Christ is seen as a savior, but not traditionally understood by modern Christianity. Instead, Christ is an
impersonal force or intellect that comes from the Absolute as the Trinity and is also referred to as Cosmic Christ. Christ is said to have existed before Jesus, and is represented in various traditions with names such as Toth, Hormuz, Ahura Mazda, Osiris, zevs, Jupiter, Ketzalcoatl, Okidanoch, Kulkulkan,
Christos, Baldur and Avaloquitswara. It is believed that Christ enters and elevates any person who is properly prepared, which means the complete destruction of the ego, the depletion of all karma and the birth of solar vehicles, the latter necessary to handle the super high voltage of Christ. Samael Aung
Veor writes that only those who choose the previously mentioned Straight Way of the Razor Edge can embody Christ, because the Spiral Path is not by full sacrifice. Similarly, any true Bodhisattva will embody Christ or is in the process of doing so. In history, Christ is said to have been incarnated in
Jesus, Buddha, Muhammad, Krishna, Moses, Padmasambhava, John the Baptist, Milarepa, Mahavatare Babaji, Joan d'Ark, Fu Si, Ramakrishna, and many others who are now forgotten by time (or made in the works of fiction) g. Jesus, which means that although he was an individual Christ, he taught
the teachings of the Cosmic Christ by intentionally forming his physical life after the psychological processes that man goes through to embody Christ. Like Buddha, Jesus is regarded as Bodhisattva, who came to the aid of humanity. Jesus is seen as the Savior of the World because he is a Paramartasia
(a resident of the Absolute) who was physically incarnated specifically for the sake of the poor suffering humanity. According to Samael Aoun Veor, Jesus purposefully played a physical inner or psychological struggle that must be fought in the way of self-fulfillment; thus, the Gospels are a mixture of
reality and Kabbalistic, in initiate symbolism. According to Samael Aoun Veor, there is a historical Christ depicted in Christian churches; then, there is Christ Transubstantiation be known exclusively through Gnostic churches; and finally, there is the Apocalyptic Christ, who must come with a New
Jerusalem, after the Great Cataclysm, which will engulf the world. Litents and Samael Aung Veor Anthropology His work Cosmic Teachings of Lama states that life on Earth occurred not through abiogenesis, but through pansperma. For Samael Aoun Veor, the theories of abiogenesis are similar to those
of the spontaneous generation, and that Pasteur has already indirectly refuted the first, when the latter was empirically disproved. Moreover, while evolution is a proven fact of nature, species through Darwinian evolution has never been witnessed and is an absurd theory without a basis or basis. Instead,
the sum of zoological variations is determined by the seeds of life traveling throughout the space (protected by electromagnetic vortex), which determine the evolution and transmission of life on any planet. According to Samael Aoun Veor, life is eternal, but its expression is divided into soluble and
concomitant modes: species evolve, reach the top and are necessarily transferred and returned to the hermim state. Thus, man is not the result of evolution from a common ancestor to primates, but rather an indicator of the eternal anthropogenic principle. Monkeys, monkeys and other primates are the
result of some sub-sections of ancient humanity copulating with animals, and are in full transmission. It is said that man comes from a monkey. They came out with the theory of cynocephaly with a tail, monkeys without a tail and woody men, they are all children of noeptizoids, etc. But which one will be
the missing link? On what day did they find a talking monkey gifted with speech? He hasn't appeared until now. Therefore, these materialistic gentlemen are ridiculous. They represent us only assumptions, not facts. So don't the materialists disprove the theories of Darwin and his henchmen? Does a man
come from a monkey? On what basis do they support this theory? How do they demonstrate this? How long are we going to wait for the supposed missing link? We want to see what the ghost of a monkey say like humans. This monkey did not appear, so such a monkey is only an assumption of
nonsense that has no reality.- Samael Aung Weor, Revolution of Dialectics He makes a state, however, that evolution within the species is possible, but that no species can develop from another species. In addition, he states that a human or intellectual animal naturally evolves over time, for example, our
society is an evolution from previous societies - but the evolution of species can never achieve spiritual liberation because it will always return to transmission. Spiritual liberation requires a revolution Consciousness. Eschatology In many books, Samael Aung Veor wrote about The Ultimate Catastrophe or
apocalypse. His work Aquarius Message is a commentary on the Book of Revelation, which confirms the notion that the present civilization will end and the future will emerge. Only those souls who will remove their egos now will escape the Second Death and the Overgrew. A specific date is never given,
only that this civilization is in the twilight of its existence. Social Christ and POSCLA Samael Aung Veor wrote about social problems in the books Social Christ and The Social Transformation of Humanity. Social Christ is primarily engaged in a comprehensive critique of Marxism or dialectical materialism,
but also deals with the injustice of the capitalist system; We are filled with horror in the presence of so much shame. Those who can't pay for a stall in public markets are persecuted, but they flatter and oil up the powerful gentlemen who steal millions of pesos from the people. In this way, the capitalists
fertilize the soil and prepare it for the dirty flower of communism to sprout in it. All political systems, Samael argues, are a reflection of our own psychology, and he explains that in order to finally end oppression, we need to change our own psychological state through the death of the Ego, combining this
with nonviolent resistance and the union of workers. The struggle for social justice is long and hard, but we must never use violence or the blood and alcohol revolution. In order to start a new era and realize the social Christ on earth, Samael Aung Weor created a political party called POSCLA, the
Christian Socialist Party of Latin America, which he later disbanded as an official organization. Medicine and elementary magic In his works, occult medicine and practical magic, Vignyus Rose and others, Samael Aung Weor taught about elementary magic. In his first paper he expressed his disagreement
with the medicine of modern science, alopathy, and encouraged the Gnosts to learn the ways of indigenous peoples and elementary medicine. Samael Aung Veor taught that all plants of nature are living Elementary Spirits, like Paracelsus and many other esoteric teachers. He argues that these are
elementary spirits that treat, not just cadavers of plants. Plants should be seen as living beings, harvested in due course, etc. In Occult Medicine and Practical Magic, he talked about the healing methods of kogi-moms who diagnose diseases through clairvoyance. Criticism of the Roman Catholic Church
called the neo-Gnost movement Samael Aun Veor pseudo-church, and some Catholic authors Samael Aung Veor tries to seduce Catholic priests and nuns to renounce their vows of celibacy and practice the sexual teachings proclaimed by the neo-Gnostic movement; these authors also believe that the
current wave to discredit the legitimacy of the Roman Catholic Church comes from the same source, while others go as long as to designate it. According to the data on 11 February 1984 or so, the Ministry of Tenerife, Spain, refused to include in the Ecumenical Christian Gnosto Church of Spain Samael
Auna Veora, operating from 38 San Francisco St., in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain, on the grounds that the organization is not a legitimate church because it does not have any registration records as such in any country. In 1990, after numerous consultations with high-ranking members of the Roman
Catholic Church and other figures who prefer to remain anonymous, such as lawyers, prosecutors, psychiatrists and psychologists, Pilar Salarrullahana, who has been a political figure since 1974 and is considered an expert on sects, published LasAs Sectas (Sects: A Living Evidence of Messianic Terror
in Spain), which became a bestseller with only six publications. , he condemns the Gnostic movements, among other things, as one of the most dangerous anti-social disasters in Spain. In 1991, F.W. Haak (1935-1991), who was the main delegate of the Evangelical Church, responsible for sects and
ideologies, attacked Veor's ideology in a German book published in zurich - however, the Gnostic branches of the movement in Germany and Switzerland are still active and expanding. Gnostic associations operate in Switzerland with moderate followings, Italian, French and German-speaking members.
The bibliography of Samael Aoun Veor has written more than sixty books covering a wide range of esoteric, philosophical and anthropological topics. The following is taken in part from the Samael Aun Weor Samael Bibliography although a more accurate list may in fact exist in these writings by a date,
since the list below clearly shows titles supposedly written after his bodily death and can in fact simply relate to their English translation from Spanish. 1950 - Perfect marriage, or Door to enter the initiation (Revised and expanded in 1961. see below) ISBN 978-1-934206-68-3 1950 - Beelzeub Revolution,
2007 ISBN 978-1-934206-18-8 1951 - zodiac course, published in English as part of practical astrology, 2006 ISBN 978-1-934206-38-6 1952 - Secret Notes Guru 1952 - Treatise of Occult Medicine and Practical Magic (revised and expanded in 1978. See below) ISBN 978-1-934206-32-4 1952 - Gnostic
catechism 1952 - Consciousness of Christ 1952 - Power in the Cross 1952 - The Book of the Virgin Carmen 1953 - Seven Words (Included in Divine Science, ISBN 978-1-934206-40-9) 1953 - Igneous Rose, 2007 ISBN 978-1-934206-26-3 1954 - Practical Magic Guide, published in English as part of
practical astrology ISBN 978-1-934206-38-6 1954 - Treatise of Sexual Alchemy 1955 - Secrets of Fire: Kundalini Yoga ISBN 978-1-934206-10-2 1955 - Spaceships ISBN 978-1-934206-39-3 3 3 1956 - Basic Mysteries ISBN 978-1-934206-19-5 1958 - Magnum Opus 1958 - Universal Charity 1958 -
Esoteric Treatise on Terrgi (included in the Divine Science Collection , ISBN 978-1-934206-40-9) 1959 - Juratena Mountain 1959 - Fundamental Concepts of Endocrinology and Criminology ISBN 978-1-934206-11-9 1959 - Christ Will Be 1959 - Logos, Mantra, Theurgy (Included in the Divine Science
Collection, ISBN 978-1-934206-40-9) 1959 - yellow book ISBN 978-1-934206-53-9 1960 - Aquarius Post ISBN 978-1-934206-31-7 1916 - Introduction to Gnosis ISBN 978-1-934206-73-7 1961 - Perfect Marriage (revised), 2009 ISBN 978-1-934 206-668-3 1962 - Secrets of Life and Death (included in the
collection Beyond Death ISBN 978-1-934206-33-1) 1963 - Marriage , Divorce and Tantra (Included in the Introduction to Gnosis ISBN 978-1-934206-73-7) 1963 - Gnosis in the Twentieth Century 1963 - The Great Supreme Universal Manifesto of the Gnossing Movement 1964 - Social Christ (now
translated online) 1964 - Christmas Message 1964-1965 (Breaking Up) Title given by students. Available as the elimination of Satan's tail ISBN 978-1-934206-17-1) 1964 - The Great Gnostic Manifesto of the Third Year of Aquarius 1965 - Social Transformation of Humanity (now translated online) 1965 -
Supreme Christmas Message 1965-1966 ISBN 978-1-934206-82-9 91966 - Book of the Dead (included in the collection Behind the death of ISBN 978-1-934206-33-1) 1967 - POSCLA Platform 1967 - Christmas Message 1966-1967 ISBN 978-1-934206-69-0 1967 - Esoteric treatise of hermetic astrology,
published in English as part of practical astrology ISBN 978-1-934206-38-6 1967 - Christmas message 1967-1968 : Solar Bodies and Gnostic Wisdom published in English, as doomed Aryan race, 2008 ISBN 978-1-934206-30-0 1967 - Flying saucers included in the IsBN Space Ships 978-1-934206-39-3
1968 - Constitution and Liturgy of the Gnossky Movement (only for students of the second and third chambers). 1968 - We will reach a thousand, but not two thousand (the name given by the students). 1968 - Higher Christmas Message 1967-1968 1969 - Esoteric Kabbalah Course, published in English
as Alchemy and Kabbalah ISBN 978-1-934206-36-2 1969 - Christmas message 1968-1969: Gothic magic, run, run 2007 ISBN 978-1-934206-29-4 1969 - Christmas Message 1969-1970: My Return to Tibet, title given by students in Spanish and published in English as Lama Space Teachings, 2007 ISBN
978-1-934206-21-8 1970 - Education ISBN 978-1-934206-34-8 1970 - Beyond Death ISBN 978-1-934206-33-1 1971 - Christmas Message 1971-1972 (Parsifal Unveiled) 1971 - Christmas Message 1971-1972: The Mystery of the Golden Blossom ISBN 978-1-934206-43-0 1972 - Grand Gnostic Manifesto
1972 1972 - Christmas Message 1972-1973: The Three Mountains, 2007 ISBN 978-1-934206-28-7 1972 - Gazing at the Mystery ISBN 978-1-934206-25-6 1973 - Aztec Christic Magic ISBN 978-1-934206-27-0 (Lessons date from 1957) 1973 - Christmas Message 1973-1974 (Yes, There is a Hell, a Devil,
and Karma) ISBN 978-1-934206-51-5 1974 - The Metallic Planets of Alchemy 1974 - The Secret Doctrine of Anahuac 1975 - 'The Great Rebellion' ISBN 978-1-934206-22-5 1975 - Liturgy of the Gnostic Movement (For Second and Third Chamber Students ONLY). 1975 - Revolutionary Psychology ISBN
978-1-934206-24-9 1976 - Holy Book of Gnostic liturgy (for the second and third chamber of students only). 1977 - Mysteries of Christ's esotericism 1977 - Kabbalah Mystery Maya 1977 - Esoteric Tergs Course (Included in the collection of Divine Science, ISBN 978-1-93 4206-40-9) 1978 - Gnostic
Anthropology' ISBN 978-1-934206-16-4 1978 - Didactic Self-Discovery (Collected Lectures). 1978 - Christmas Message 1977-1978: Treatise on Occult Medicine and Practical Magic (revised) ISBN 978-1-934206-32-4 1978 - Initiator's Path in Arcane Taro and Kabbalah ISBN 978-1-934206-37-91980 For
a few 1983 - IsBN dialectical revolution 978-1-934206-02-7 1983 - Gnostic Bible: Pistis Sofia introduced ISBN 978-1-934206-81-2 1991-2014 - New posts in High Octaves more, Enlightenment, Enlightenment to see on and (you can see and download all the messages of the new order). See also the
Esoteric Christianity Fourth Way Glorian Publishing Mystic New Religious Movement Western Mystery Tradition List of Messiah Applicants List of Applicants Buddha Notes - Clark, Peter B., Ed. Encyclopedia of new religious movements. page 236. ISBN 9781134499694. - J. Gordon Melton and Martin
Baumann Religions of the World, page 553, ABC-Clio, 2002 ISBN 1-57607-223-1 - Samael Aung Veor (2005). Gnostic Bibles: Pistis Sofia unveiled. page 293. ISBN 0974591688. Introvinje, Massimo; Pierre Luigi; Di Marzio, Raffaella (2006). Le religioni in Italia (Religion in Italy) (in Italian). Eldichi. page
871. ISBN 88-01-03371-0. Dopo ave intoiziato gli studi in un collegio gesuita... (After starting school at a Jesuit school...) a b c d e f Samael Aung Veor (2003-09-01) (1972). Three mountains. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-5-7. Dawson (2007) 55-57-Dawson, Andrew (2007). A new era, a new
religion: religious transformation in modern Brazil. Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing. ISBN 978-0-7546-5433-9. Salazar, Fernando (1977). El Rayo del (Superman Ray) (in Spanish). Editorial logos are solar. page 119. Ha igualado y superado los mas destacados escritores ocultistas o esoteristas como
... (He is equal and better than the most outstanding occult or esoteric writers as ...) Lamprecht, Harald (2004). Neue Rozenkreuzer: ein Handbuch (Neo-Rosicrucians: Guide) (in German). Vandenheck and Ruprecht. page 157. ISBN 3-525-56549-6. V. M. Gomez Rodriguez-Samael Aung Veor and
Samael Aung Veor (2004-04-01) (1978). Occult medicine and practical magic. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9745916-2-9. Samael Aung Veor (2004-04-01) . Occult medicine and practical magic. Glorian Publishing. 77-79. ISBN 0-9745916-2-9. Samael Aung Veor (2004-04-01) . Occult medicine and
practical magic. Glorian Publishing. 107-109. ISBN 0-9745916-2-9. Aung Veor, Samael (2007-04-30). In the yellow book. Glorian Publishing. page 47. ISBN 978-1-934206-12-6. Jinn Science is based on hyperspace; it is a special branch of atomic physics. Andrew Dawson New Era, New Religions, page
56, Ashgate Publishing Co., 2007 ISBN 978-0-7546-5433-9 Goldberg, Ben Sion (1930). Sacred fire. Forgotten books. page 150. ISBN 978-1-60620-047-6. ... intentional loss of sperm is an unforgivable sin. The Hill, Napoleon (1937). Think and get rich. Forgotten books. page 182. ISBN 978-1-60506-930-
2. The Mystery of Sex Transmutation (tenth step to wealth) - Smoli, Richard; Kinney, Jay (2006-05-30). Hidden Wisdom. Book quest. page 41. ISBN 978-0-8356-0844-2. ... Samael Aung Veor, has a white tantric orientation ... A new era, a new religion. Ashgate Pub Co. 55. ISBN 978-0-7546-5433-9. ... he
was imprisoned for some time for being slatting by the Colombian authorities. Robert Alan Segal; Singer, June; Stein, Murray (1995-03-01). The appeal of Gnosticism: Gnostic experience in Jungian psychology and modern culture. Open court. page 217. ISBN 978-0-8126-9277-8. ... And thus received the
name of his highest self, Master Samael Aoun Veor. Oscar Uzcategui (2008) Samael Aung Veor, Absolute Man. page 92. ISBN 9789730054798. Professor Dr. Francisco A. Propato, Ph. D. curriculum vitae - Francisco A. Propato Spanish translation Rubaiyat Omar Khayyama - b c Samael Aung Veor
(2004-01-01) . Aquarius's message: Gnostic Kabbalah and Taro in the Apocalypse of St. John. Glorian Publishing. page 24. ISBN 0-9745916-5-3. Samael Aung Veor (2001-11-01) . The perfect marriage. Glorian Publishing. page 1. ISBN 0-9742755-0-6. Jolie, Angelina (2003-10-28). Notes from my
travels. Simon Schuster. page 222. ISBN 0-7434-7023-0. Received 2009-08-18. They tell me about the man they follow - the modern philosopher Samael Aung Veor - whose teachings about how people can become better ... Oscar Uzcategui (2008) Samael Aung Veor, Absolute Man. 638. ISBN
9789730054798. Samael Aung Veor (1975). Final speech at the Gnostic Congress of 1975. Archive from the original 2009-02-13. Samael Aung Veor (2001-11-01) . Introduction. The perfect marriage. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-0-6. - Antoine Favre Access to Western Esoterics, page 104, Suny
Press, 1994 ISBN 978-0-7914-2178-9 - Samael Aung Veor (2007-01-03). Acasa. Logos, Mantra, Theurgy. Glorian Pub. ISBN 1-934206-04-0. Archive from the original 2008-05-29. Samael Aung Veor (1964). The decay of I. The elimination of Satan's tail. External reference in chapter (help) and Karin
Allen; Barbara Astman; Robert Enright; Nickla Museum of Art (1985). Canada. 7. National Library of Canada. ISBN 0-88953-049-1. Astral projections by Samael Aung Veor - Samael Aung Veor (2001-11-01) (1961). Two rituals. The perfect marriage. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-0-6. Samael Aung
Veor (2003-01-01) . A seed pearl. The Mystery of the Golden Flower. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-2-2. The price of enlightenment is paid for by one's own life. There is a tradition of guru-shishi in the sacred land of Veda. Samael Aung Veor (2001-11-01) . Consciousness, Subconscious,
Suprachna, Clairvoyant Consciousness. The perfect marriage. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-0-6. Samael Aung Veor (1970). What to think, how to think. Fundamental education. Men, Hongbac (1990). Secrets of Mayan science and religion. Bear and Co. page 40. ISBN 978-0-939680-63-4.
Samael Aung Veor cites a key concept that ... Three factors of the revolution of consciousness. Archive from the original for 2010-11-28. Samael Aung Veor (2001-12-01) . Revolutionary psychology. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-7-3. Andre Dawson New Era, New Religions, page 101, Ashgate
Publishing Ltd., 2007 ISBN 978-0-7546-5433-9 - Samael Aung Veor (2001-12-01) . A treatise of revolutionary psychology. Glorian Publishing. page 1. ISBN 0-9742755-7-3. Samael Aung Veor (2003-07-01) . A typical. The initiative in Arkan Taro and Kabbalah. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-1-4.
Samael Aung Veor (2009-01-30). The main secrets. Glorian Pub. ISBN 1-934206-19-9. Joel Gonzalez (2011-03-27). 21st century Practical spiritual metaphysical guide for atheists and agnostics. Lulu.com page 211. ISBN 978-0-615-17127-2. ... The most important thing is to eliminate your ego. Samael
Aung Veor (2001-12-01) Permanent Center of Gravity. A treatise of revolutionary psychology. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-7-3. Samael Aung Veor. Seriousness in the esoteric work archive 2007-11-27 on Wayback Machine. Whitton Davis, Thomas (1898). Magic, divination and demonology
among Jews and their J. Clark and Co. page 128. The Egyptians believed that demons, like others, brought disease, death and all kinds of misfortunes. David-Neal, Alexandra (1971-06-01). Magic and mystery in Tibet. Dover Publications Inc. 277. ISBN 0-486-22682-4. ... We grow to understand that I am
a compound, fickle; and that I, like me, don't exist. Samael Aung Veor (2001-12-01) Beheading. A treatise of revolutionary psychology. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9742755-7-3. a b Samael Aung Veor (2003-12-01) (1983). The dialectic revolution. Glorian Publishing. ISBN 0-9745916-3-7. a b Andrew
Dawson (2007). A new era, a new religion. Ashgate Publishing, LLC 101. ISBN 978-0-7546-5433-9. Samael Aung Veor (2003-12-01) . The dialectic revolution. Glorian Publishing. page 63. ISBN 0-9745916-3-7. Andrew Dawson (2007). A new era, a new religion. Ashgate Publishing, LLC 106. ISBN 978-0-
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